News release

Fanny made it into the privileged circle of the
« Femmes de l’Economie »
November 2016: Since 2010, the French association « Femmes de l´économie », organizes
region-based ceremonies to award the female CEO, leader or manager. On November 25th,
Fanny Tresallet, Amaris’ regional COO for Asia has been awarded the silver medal in the
‘International Women’ category during the ceremony held in Clermont-Ferrand».
Fanny Tresallet joined Amaris in 2011, in Switzerland. At the beginning of her Amaris´adventure,
guided by her entrepreneurship instinct, she developed a new commercial digital offer in the
IS/IT range of services to the benefit of our international clients based in Switzerland. Two years
later, Olivier Brourhant, co-founder and CEO of Amaris, offered her the opportunity to open
the first Amaris’ office in Asia. She was 26.
She implemented the activities of the company, recruited and trained the teams, in a whole
new country about which she didn’t know much. Soon, she had to acquaint herself with the
Chinese language and culture, ‘to be able to correctly pronounce my co-workers’ name. I also
wanted to better understand the Chinese culture to adapt my way of working and my
management methods,’ she relates.
Fanny Tresallet is now responsible for all the Asian region. She manages 400 persons. Her
current role is the supervision the activities throughout the area (China, Vietnam, Singapore,
India, and Japan) and the development of activities in new countries (Australia, Malaysia,
Korea…)
The « Femmes de l´économie » rewarded an outstanding career, in terms of speed, earliness
and success of Fanny Tresallet’s entrepreneurial venture. She bagged the silver medal in the
‘International Women’ category.

About Amaris:
Amaris is an international and independent Management and Technologies Consulting Group
created in 2007. Present in 48 countries, the Group supports its clients throughout their
projects’ lifecycles.
With more than 60 offices around the world, the Group provides proximity support to its clients
in all their locations.
Over the last 9 years, Amaris has known an exponential growth. The Group has 2650 employees
in more than 60 offices worldwide and is expected to reach a turnover of 140 million euros by
the end of the year 2016; which represents an average growth of 80% since its creation.
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